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Abstract The ultimate goal of volcanology is forecasting eruptions. This task is particularly challenging at
calderas, where unrest is frequent, affects wider areas and its evidence is often masked by the activity of
hydrothermal systems. A recent study has compiled a database on caldera unrest, derived from seismicity,
geodetic, gravity, and geochemical monitoring data at calderas worldwide, from 1988 to 2014. Here we
exploit this database, searching for the most recurring features of unrest and, in turn, its possible dynamics.
In particular, we focus on (a) the duration of unrest at calderas; (b) recurring patterns in unrest; (c) unrest
episodes culminating in eruptions, including time-predictability or size-predictability and a multivariate
regression analysis. Our analysis indicates that preeruptive unrest is shorter than noneruptive unrest, partic-
ularly with open or semiplugged calderas, calderas with mafic or mixed composition of past eruptive prod-
ucts, or unrest driven by mafic magma; conversely, lack of data on preeruptive unrest driven by felsic
magma and/or at felsic or plugged calderas prevents an analysis of these specific subsets. In addition, 72%
of preeruptive unrest lasts <10 months and shows high seismicity and degassing. The remaining 28% (a) is
essentially aseismic in calderas with open-conduit (17%), or (b) lasts between 10 and 18 months, with seis-
micity and degassing, constituting a longer-duration tail of the preeruptive unrest with seismicity and
degassing (11%). Surface deformation is not always reliable to characterize preeruptive unrest. Our analysis
suggests that magma may withstand only a limited period of ‘‘eruptability,’’ before becoming stored in the
upper crust.

1. Introduction

The ultimate challenge for volcanology is to forecast eruptions; this task requires a probabilistic approach,
which, given our current knowledge, is more effective than any determinist attempt [Sparks, 2003]. The diffi-
culty in forecasting eruptions is somehow mitigated by the fact that almost all eruptions are preceded by
anomalous seismicity, deformation, and gas emission of the volcano, called unrest and usually lasting from
a few hours to several years [Newhall and Dzurisin, 1988, and references therein; Sandri et al., 2004; Moran
et al., 2011; Acocella, 2014]. All eruptions are thus preceded by unrest, which may show variable features
from time to time. However, much unrest, even when accompanied by dramatic variations in the monitor-
ing parameters, has not been followed by any eruption. Since only some unrest culminates in an eruption
[e.g., Newhall and Dzurisin, 1988; Sparks et al., 2012; Phillipson et al., 2013], unrest represents a necessary but
not sufficient condition to have an eruption. Understanding unrest is not only important to forecast
impending eruptions but also allows one to unravel the behavior and operating principles within a volcano,
which is a fundamental and intermediate step to forecast eruptions.

Calderas are the most complex, metastable, and dangerous type of volcano, recognizable by a topographic
depression, from �1 km to several tens of km wide and up to a few km deep, formed by the subsidence
into a partly drained magma reservoir. At depth, a caldera is often characterized by a large (reaching >103

km3 in volume), long-lived (up to 106 years), geometrically complex, heterogeneous, and active magmatic
system. Subsidence results from an eruption or lateral intrusion of magma [Lipman, 1997; Cole et al., 2005].
Therefore, not every caldera can be associated with a significant subaerial eruption, as for example at Miya-
kejima (Japan) in 2000 or at Piton de la Fournaise (Reunion) in 2007 [Geshi et al., 2002; Michon et al., 2007];
however, the opposite is true, so that all the largest eruptions on Earth, reaching up to 103 km3 of erupted
magma, develop calderas [Scandone, 1990]. The largest caldera eruptions can even affect global climate
[e.g., Robock, 2000; Self, 2006]. Among volcanic unrest, unrest at calderas is the most puzzling, sometimes
exhibiting large deviations from background without any eruptive outcome, and some other times
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culminating in significant magmatic eruptions with very short precursory unrest. Unrest at calderas (Figure 1)
may be triggered by (a) variations within the pressure and/or volume of the magmatic system due to magma
emplacement and/or ascent; (b) pressure and/or volume variations within the hydrothermal system; (c) coseis-
mic or postseismic variations within the stress field induced by regional earthquakes; and (d) any combination
of the above mentioned mechanisms.

Most of our knowledge on historical caldera unrest has been reported and summarized in Newhall and
Dzurisin [1988]. This synthesis was comprehensive for its time, but many of the data in that compilation pre-
date modern monitoring and are thus descriptive and qualitative, with limited quantitative information. The
boosting of monitoring techniques at many volcanoes in the last decades allowed collecting much more
quantitative and thus precise data on caldera unrest. These monitoring data from 1988 to 2014 have been
collected and summarized in a recent study [Acocella et al., 2015], which contains a database of the moni-
tored parameters accompanied by a general description of the major unrest episodes, as well as an attempt
to define unrest behaviors considering the composition and the degree to which a system can degas in
between times of eruptions.

Here we statistically analyze the catalogue by Acocella et al. [2015] of unrest at calderas in search of recur-
rent patterns among unrest episodes occurring at calderas worldwide. The blindly taken data from the sup-
porting information of Acocella et al. [2015] are referred to as ‘‘learning set.’’ As the unrest data have been
collected independently of (and previously to) the statistical analysis presented here, no later adjustment or
tuning of the data set with regard to Acocella et al. [2015] has been possible. However, prior to our analysis,
a few upgrades to the original data set by Acocella et al. [2015] have been actually made. The most impor-
tant ones are

1. the deletion of unrest at Toya in 1989–1997, which was a typo, and

2. a more evolved definition of the typical composition of products from any given caldera (see section 2).

For the sake of clarity, we report in the supporting information Table S1 the upgraded list of caldera unrest
in the last 25 years.

In our analysis, we first focus on the duration of unrest at calderas (section 3), by checking potential differ-
ences in the duration of different types of unrest episodes; second, we conduct a pattern recognition analy-
sis [Sandri and Marzocchi, 2004; Sandri et al., 2004] in search of common patterns (section 4); third, we focus
only on unrest episodes culminating in eruptions (section 5), searching evidence of time-predictability or

Figure 1. Processes commonly involved in caldera unrest. The emplacement of magma (sill) may induce fracturing and thus variations in
the permeability of the host rock, also resulting in fluid migration and, in turn, pressure variation within a hydrothermal system. At the sur-
face, these processes manifest themselves through seismicity, deformation, and degassing deviations from the baseline. Dike intrusions
can also induce unrest across a caldera, especially if they mechanically compress and raise pore water pressures in a confined aquifer.
Modified after Acocella et al. [2015].
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size-predictability [Burt et al., 1994] (section 5.1), and trying to find a predictive pattern for the size of the fol-
lowing eruption through a multivariate regression analysis (section 5.2).

Finally, the patterns found on the unrest episodes of the last 25 years are also blindly used to classify the
data contained in the database of unrest at calderas from Newhall and Dzurisin [1988], that we call ‘‘voting
data set,’’ to test the validity and generalizability of our results. A copy of the data used [from Newhall and
Dzurisin, 1988] is given in the supporting information Table S2.

2. The Database

Below we summarize the main characteristics of the database used to define patterns in caldera unrest,
described in more detail in Acocella et al. [2015]. Monitoring data from 1988 to 2014 are available on 42 of
the 97 active calderas in any tectonic setting. All monitored calderas have shown at least one episode of
unrest between 1988 and 2014. The monitoring information documents variations in the geophysical, geo-
chemical, and geodetic parameters, or ‘‘indicators,’’ defined as any monitoring parameter whose value and/
or rate variation is significant for interpreting unrest. Geophysical indicators mostly include seismicity, infla-
tion, and microgravity changes. Geochemical/hydrothermal indicators include degassing and temperature
variations from fumaroles and physical-chemical changes at the water of crater lakes.

Despite the intrinsic subjectivity in the term ‘‘unrest’’ [e.g., Marzocchi et al., 2004; Phillipson et al., 2013; Rou-
wet et al., 2014], here we define unrest as an anomalous state of a caldera, when at least one of the afore-
mentioned indicators deviates from the baseline. Moreover, we define a ‘‘restless phase’’ as a general and
prolonged period of unrest, consisting of continuous deviations from the baseline of any of the indicators,
and lasting from several years to centuries. Within the restless phase, any shorter (hours to a few years)
period of intensification of the rates or values of any indicator is referred to as an ‘‘unrest episode.’’ There-
fore, a restless phase may consist of several unrest episodes. Furthermore, we distinguish between eruptive
unrest (an unrest which culminated in an eruption) and noneruptive unrest (not culminating in any erup-
tion) [Moran et al., 2011].

The total number of unrest episodes at the 42 monitored calderas, both nonerupting and erupting, is 166;
of these, 110 culminated in an eruption. Therefore, a caldera may have undergone several episodes of
unrest, some of which were noneruptive. Differently from in Acocella et al. [2015], here we compositionally
distinguish unrest episodes at calderas according to a new paradigm. In particular, we assign a three-letter
classification to every episode of unrest i at a given caldera, in which

1. the first letter labels the composition of magma in the caldera forming eruption at the given caldera (M
if mafic, i.e., basaltic or primitive; F if felsic, i.e., more evolved compositions including trachytes, andesites,
and rhyolites);

2. the second letter labels the typical composition of magma in eruptions after the caldera forming one at
the given caldera (M if mafic, F if felsic); and

3. the third letter labels the composition of magma driving the ith unrest episode at the given caldera (M if
mafic, F if felsic); obviously, this is undetermined for unrest not culminating into an eruption.

Thus, the first two letters depend only on the past eruptive behavior of any given caldera and are the same
for any unrest episode at the same caldera, while the third one changes according to the magma driving
the considered unrest, and so it can be different among different unrest episodes at the same caldera.

Composition affects magma density, viscosity, and the accumulation of gas. We distinguish conduits in
which magma solidifies between eruptions (plugged), remains molten and fluid between eruptions (open),
or reaches an intermediate state (semiplugged; viscous and often unable to erupt but still allowing gas to
pass). Open-conduits allow magma and gas to ascend freely; semiplugged conduits allow some gas to
ascend and occasional eruptions; and plugged conduits trap both gas and magma. Finally, the duration of
preeruptive unrest in Acocella et al. [2015] ends at the eruption onset, as declared by Smithsonian GVP data-
base; however, in phreatic eruptions, this moment may not necessarily mark the onset of the magmatic
phase. The phreatic eruptions are not highlighted in the Smithsonian database, which is where most of the
data of Acocella et al. [2015] are taken. Despite their presumably low number, the possibility of minor varia-
tions in the duration of the phreatic eruptions in the database should be considered when analyzing the
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data. At the moment however, such information is not easily retrievable, so we rely on the duration listed in
Acocella et al. [2015].

Below we analyze the data set with different approaches. For each approach, we first provide an introduc-
tion on the method used, and then a subsection on the results obtained.

3. Duration of Unrest at Calderas

Here we focus on the duration of unrest at calderas, trying to identify differences between the duration of
unrest culminating into an eruption and the duration of noneruptive unrest.

We define duration of unrest culminating into an eruption as the time period starting from the early signs
of unrest and ending with the eruption onset, and call it ‘‘preeruptive unrest duration.’’ Complementary, for
the unrest culminating into an eruption, we also define the ‘‘eruptive unrest duration’’ as the duration of the
total period including the preeruptive unrest phase and the entire eruptive phase. We will use this second
type of duration to check whether our results are unbiased by truncating preeruptive unrest at the begin-
ning of the eruption. In particular, we will repeat our analysis by using this second type of duration to check
the stability of our results.

First, we consider all the unrest episodes reported in Acocella et al. [2015]. Then, we divide the data accord-
ing to different caldera or unrest classifications: mafic-past, mixed-past, and felsic-past calderas (with com-
positions respectively labeled by MM*, MF*, and FF* in supporting information Table S1, where ‘‘*’’ can be M
or F), mafic-driven and felsic-driven unrest episodes (with compositions respectively labeled by **M and **F
in supporting information Table S1, where ‘‘**’’ can be MM, MF, FM, or FF), and plugged, semiplugged, and
open calderas.

For each classification, we consider two nonparametric statistical tests, i.e., the Kolmogorov-Smirnoff two
sample (KS2) test and the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon (MWW) test [Hollander and Wolfe, 1973]. Both tests are
carried out to find significant differences between the distribution of the duration of unrest culminating
into eruption and noneruptive unrest. In particular, the former test compares the distributions of the dura-
tions of preeruptive versus noneruptive unrest, under the null hypothesis that they are two independent
samples drawn from the same continuous distribution; the latter is a test for equality of two samples’
medians.

3.1. Results
In Figure 2 (all parts except i), we show the comparison of the empirical cumulative distributions of the
duration of preeruptive versus noneruptive unrest, for the above mentioned cases. In Table 1, we show the
p-values of the tests’ statistics, when considering both the preeruptive and eruptive durations of unrest.

This analysis of unrest duration shows interesting results. The most striking one is that preeruptive unrest is
generally shorter than noneruptive unrest, both in terms of median values (MWW test) and of overall distri-
bution (KS2 test). This characteristic significantly emerges in most of the cases analyzed, i.e., when

1. considering all the calderas indiscriminately;
2. dividing them according to the composition of the products of their past activity (mafic or mixed only,

respectively MM* or MF*);
3. dividing them according to the nature of the magma driving the unrest (mafic only, i.e., **M); and
4. dividing them according to their opening state (open or semiplugged only).

The cases of plugged calderas, of calderas characterized by felsic past activity, and of eruptive unrest driven
by felsic magma are the only ones in which the p-values of the tests are >0.05 (respectively 0.22, 0.28, and
0.62 for KS2 test, and 0.11, 0.44, and 0.60 for MWW test), but this may also be due to the relative scarcity of
such calderas and/or episodes of unrest, making the test rejection more difficult. This suggests that we
have too few data to run the tests in such cases.

When we repeat the analysis considering the ‘‘eruptive unrest duration’’ for the unrest episodes culminating
into an eruption, we obtain similar results, especially for the median value of duration (see p-values in brack-
ets in Table 1). This implies that the shorter duration of unrest, when it culminates into an eruption, is not
related to the truncation of the unrest duration because of the eruption onset.
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When we consider only preeruptive unrest episodes (Figure 2i), we see no significant difference neither in
the duration of preeruptive (or eruptive) unrest duration at calderas with mafic versus mixed past activity
nor in the duration of unrest driven by mafic versus felsic magma. Again, we only have one datum (Toya
unrest in 2000–2001) for preeruptive unrest episode at a caldera with past felsic activity; Toya unrest in
2000–2001 also is the only datum for preeruptive unrest driven by felsic magma. This precludes any possi-
bility to distinguish potential differences in the duration of unrest at preeruptive felsic calderas.

4. Recognition of Recurrent Patterns in Unrest at Calderas

The basic idea behind the objective search of recurrent patterns in a data set is to look for quantitative and
complex (i.e., coming from a multivariate data set) repetitive schemes that may be common to many differ-
ent objects, characterized by several features (or indicators, as we termed them above), and belonging to a
given class. In our application, this translates into identifying complex patterns that may discriminate unrest
episodes (our objects) between two classes: the noneruptive unrest episodes and those culminating into an
eruption. The features characterizing our objects are the data gathered by Acocella et al. [2015] in terms of
unrest duration, seismicity, deformation, and degassing observations.

Figure 2. Empirical Cumulative Density Functions (ECDFs) of the duration of unrest at calderas as from Acocella et al. [2015], the learning data set. All parts except i compare ECDFs for
the preeruptive (red line) and noneruptive (blue line) unrest episodes, respectively, (a) at any kind of caldera, (b) at calderas with mafic composition of past activity, (c) at calderas with
mixed composition of past activity, (d) at calderas with felsic composition of past activity, (e) at calderas experiencing unrest driven by mafic magma, (f) at calderas experiencing unrest
driven by felsic magma, (g) at plugged calderas, and (h) at open or semiplugged (leaky) calderas. In (i) we compare the duration of preeruptive unrest at calderas with different composi-
tions in past activity (mafic 5 yellow, mixed 5 orange line, and felsic 5 red line).
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As in Sandri et al. [2004], our main interest is to identify any relevant feature and pattern that distinguishes
the preeruptive from the noneruptive unrest.

Our main difficulties are (1) the scarce availability of unrest data (as there are few well-monitored restless
calderas) and (2) the capability of the used methods in objectively recognizing recurrent patterns.

As regards point (1), we rely only on the unrest episodes for which Acocella et al. [2015] have managed to col-
lect at least basic information on seismicity, deformation, and degassing, along with the unrest duration, as in
the previous section. Thus, we discard all the objects with a missing value for at least one of these features.

As regards point (2), the main difficulty is predominantly technical. Since our available data are few, often
categorical, correlated, and their statistical distributions are unlikely to be normal, we are precluded from
using most of the parametric multivariate techniques commonly used in other scientific fields [e.g., Fuku-
naga, 1990]. Note that, when few data are available, neural network codes cannot be used either, because
they need a large amount of data to correctly perform the training, validating and testing steps [Tarassenko,
1998]. Furthermore, similarly to Sandri et al. [2004], in this paper, we are mostly interested in the physical
meaning of the possible recurrent patterns, and of the features they involve. With neural networks, we
might be able to classify different types of unrest, but it would not be clear on what physical patterns the
discrimination between different types of unrest is based.

Thus, in this study, we apply two different nonparametric pattern recognition methods to search for
repetitive patterns in the objects belonging to two separate classes: the Binary Decision Tree (BDT)
[Rounds, 1980; Mulargia et al., 1992] and Fisher discriminant analysis (FIS) [e.g., Duda and Hart, 1973].
Such methods have been previously tested on synthetic data with known patterns, to check their ability
in satisfactorily recognizing repetitive schemes (and in identifying the features having a predominant
role) also on small data sets, with nonnormal, correlated, and/or discrete (also categorical) data [Sandri
and Marzocchi, 2004].

Table 1. The Table Gives the p-Values (i.e., the Probability to Observe Such an Extreme Value of the Test Statistic by Chance, If the Null Hypothesis We Are Testing is True) Achieved
on the Tests on Volcanic Unrest Duration, When Considering Preeruptive Unrest Duration at Eruptive Unrest Episodes, at Different Caldera Types or for Different Magma Composition
Driving the Unrest (See Section 2)a,b

Data Set Caldera Type

Number of Eruptive Unrest Episodes

p-Value (KS2 Test) p-Value (MWW Test)Preeruptive Noneruptive

Learning [Acocella et al., 2015] All 108 (110) 55 0 (0.001) 0 (0.0001)
Mafic-past composition (MM*) 60 (61) 33 0 (0.055) 0 (0.01)
Mixed-past composition (FM*/MF*) 47 (48) 5 0.045 (0.54) 0.009 (0.25)
Felsic-past composition (FF*) 1 (1) 17 0.28 (0.70) 0.44 (0.89)
Presently driven by mafic magma (**M) 107 (109) 55$ 0 (0.0009) 0 (0.00005)
Presently driven by felsic magma (**F) 1 (1) 55$ 0.62 (0.66) 0.60 (0.76)
Plugged 3 (3) 5 0.22 (0.99) 0.11 (1)
Open or semiplugged 105 (107) 50 0 (0.001) 0 (0.0001)

Voting [Newhall and Dzurisin, 1988] All 173 (487) 46 0 (0.098) 0 (0.033)
Mafic-past composition (MM*) 126 (324) 17 0 (0.63) 0 (0.0.21)
Mixed-past composition (FM*/MF*) 35 (144) 13 0 (0.96) 0 (0.50)
Felsic-past composition (FF*) 12 (19) 16 0 (0.066) 0 (0.11)
Presently driven by mafic magma (**M) 149 (397) 46$ 0 (0.06) 0 (0.03)
Presently driven by felsic magma (**F) 24 (90) 46$ 0 (0.72) 0 (0.12)
Plugged 12 (29) 4 0.004 (0.81) 0.008 (0.36)
Open or semiplugged 161 (458) 42 0 (0.16) 0 (0.051)

Caldera’s past composition Mafic Mixed Felsic
Preeruptive unrest episodes only
(Learning, [Acocella et al., 2015])

60 (61) 1 (1) 0.18 (0.21) 0.15 (0.21)
60 (61) 47 (48) 0.49 (0.88) 0.06 (0.53)

47 (48) 1 (1) 0.13 (0.31) 0.10 (0.34)
Present unrest driven by 107 (109) 1 (1) 0.15 (0.25) 0.13 (0.25)

aThe null hypothesis under test is that the empirical distributions (KS2 test) and the median values (MWW test) of the two samples (the one of preeruptive unrest durations and the
one for noneruptive unrest durations) are drawn from the same parent distribution. If the p-value is sufficiently low (commonly less than 0.05 or, better, 0.01) we may reject the null
hypothesis. In parentheses, we give the same p-values but considering the eruptive duration (i.e., unrest phase plus eruption duration in preeruptive unrest episodes). The results are
given for the learning and voting data sets, separately. The bottom rows report the p-values on the same tests, when comparing the samples of the durations of preeruptive unrest at
calderas of mafic, mixed and felsic compositions.

bWe report p-values equal to 0 if they are lower than 1025. The ‘‘$’’ sign indicates that we use all noneruptive unrest episodes, regardless the composition of the possible magma
driving the unrest (since, in general, magma composition is unknown in noneruptive unrest). Mafic and felsic compositions are marked by ‘‘M’’ and ‘‘F,’’ respectively (see text).
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Using the two algorithms, based on very different approaches, allows checking whether the results are due
to the type of algorithm used. Although the risk of overfit can be excluded only by applying the pattern
found on a set of independent data (the so-called ‘‘voting’’ data set), the stability of the results obtained by
applying two different methods provides indirect evidence that the risk of overfit is reduced. Further details
on the two algorithms are given in Sandri et al. [2004] and Sandri and Marzocchi [2004].

The identification of the most relevant features in discriminating between classes is automatic with the BDT
algorithm. For the FIS algorithm, we instead adopt a combinatorial approach, i.e., we try all the possible
combinations of the N features considered, taken in groups of k features at a time (k 5 1, . . ., N). Then, for
every possible k value, we plot the best performance, here measured by the lowest classification error (i.e.,
the number of unrest episodes incorrectly classified out of the total number of unrest episodes), Typically,
we expect first a decrease of the classification error as k increases, up to an optimal k value, beyond which
the performance either remains stable (so adding new features does not add information to the classifica-
tion), or deteriorates (due to the noise introduced in the learning data by ‘‘useless’’ features). In order to
select the most relevant features with the FIS, we thus identify the smallest subset of k features producing
the lowest classification error.

We conduct the analysis on two different subsets of data:

Case 1: Objects characterized by N 5 3 features, that are the most frequent ones from the monitoring
system, i.e., general information on seismicity (previously grouped by Acocella et al. [2015] into high,

Figure 3. Results from BDT analysis for Case 1 in which only general information on seismicity, deformation, and degassing is considered in the analysis (the number of available data in
the learning and voting data set are given in the top box). The graphical decision tree shows the pattern found on the learning data set by Acocella et al. [2015], and the tree terminals
show whether unrest episodes falling in that terminal are classified as preeruptive or as noneruptive. The classification is given both for the learning and voting data sets. Below every
tree terminal, we show the numbers of unrest episodes falling there, distinguishing between well-classified and misclassified ones, and the complete list of such episodes (caldera name
and unrest date). Preeruptive unrest episodes are listed in red, while noneruptive ones in green. Unrest episodes from the learning data set are written in normal font, while those from
the voting data set are written in italics. The various unrest episodes below different tree branches are grouped in black boxes whose extra features, emerging from the manual check of
the different unrest episodes, are described by the black italic text to the side.
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low or absent seismicity, respectively if more than 500 with magnitude larger than 0.8, less than 500
with magnitude larger than 0.8 and zero seismic events have been recorded during the unrest), defor-
mation (uplift, subsidence, or no deformation) and degassing (presence or absence of geochemical var-
iations). In this case, we total 74 objects for which such types of features are given in the learning data
set.

Case 2: In addition to the features considered in Case 1, here we also include unrest duration (the preerup-
tive one for the unrest culminating into an eruption), that is the most frequently reported parameter in the
learning data set. Thus, in this case, we have N 5 4, and we total 73 objects without any missing value for
these features in the learning data set.

Unfortunately, the amount of missing data precludes the use of more sophisticated features for more
detailed information, such as seismic or uplift rates, or SO2 or CO2 flux, or cumulative uplift.

In Figures 3 and 4, we report the classification scheme achieved with the BDT algorithm for the two cases
above, respectively. In Figure 5, we show instead the results of the FIS analysis. In Table 2, we show how
many data are correctly and incorrectly classified in the learning and voting data sets.

4.1. Results
The results obtained in Case 1 of our analysis (Figure 3) show that 83% of the 48 eruptive unrest episodes
(i.e., 40 episodes) are characterized by high seismicity. Inspecting in detail these unrest episodes, we see
that all of these 40 episodes are also characterized by high degassing (see Figure 3). This latter feature, as
other details that we mention below, does not automatically emerge from the BDT analysis and we can see
it only by checking manually the various unrest episodes falling below different branches of the tree (these
features are written in black italics font to the side of the boxes containing the various unrest episodes); this

Figure 4. Same as Figure 3, but for the analysis of data set in Case 2, in which we include also unrest duration among the input features of unrest. For the unrest culminating into an
eruption, the unrest duration is the preeruptive one.
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is probably due to the low number of objects belonging to either one of the classes at this level of the deci-
sion tree, that prevents BDT from finding significant differences among the two classes at this level. The
remainder 17% of the 48 eruptive unrest episodes is characterized by eight eruptive unrest episodes at pre-
dominantly open calderas. Of these eight aseismic or low-seismicity episodes, six (at Fernandina, Sakura-
Jima, Poas, and Prahu) are accompanied by uplift and degassing.

Figure 5. Results of FIS analysis. (a, b) Here we show how the classification error (number of unrest episodes misclassified out of all the unrest
episodes available) changes as more features are added in the classification by FIS, in Case 1 and Case 2, respectively. This is done to select
the best subset of features to be used for classification (see text). Blue/red circles show the classification error, respectively, on the learning/
voting data set. For a given number N of features used, we show the best (lowest) classification error on the learning data set obtained among
all the possible combinations of N features, and the corresponding classification error on the voting data set obtained. (c) The best classifica-
tion (only for Case 2), based on the duration of the unrest (on the x axis) and degassing (y axis). The black line (whose equation is given in
text, see equation (1)) separates the parameters space maximizing the dispersion between the classes compared to the dispersion within each
class, which is the classification criterion adopted in the FIS algorithm. Unrest episodes falling below/above the black line are classified as non-
eruptive/preeruptive (blue/red areas). Real unrest episodes in the learning data set are shown as red (preeruptive) or blue circles (noneruptive).
The misclassified unrest episodes are labeled with their caldera name and unrest date. (d) The same pattern as Figure 5c but displays the clas-
sification of the voting data, again in red/blue circles for the preeruptive/noneruptive unrest episodes. The calderas with misclassified unrest
episodes are given. A random vertical noise on the ‘‘Degassing’’ status (Yes or No) has been applied to circles in Figures 5c and 5d, only for a
clearer graphical representation of the data, to avoid any overlapping of data points in the plots; however, a given circle corresponds to a
degassing unrest episode if the circle is closest (along the vertical direction) to ‘‘Yes,’’ and vice versa.

Table 2. Results of the BDT Pattern Recognition Analysisa

Case 1 Case 2

Observed as Observed as

Noneruptive Eruptive Noneruptive Eruptive

Learning set [Acocella et al., 2015] Classified as Noneruptive 15 8 25 13
Eruptive 11 40 1 34

Voting set [Newhall and Dzurisin, 1988] Classified as Noneruptive 3 6 12 4
Eruptive 9 48 0 16

aIn Case 1 (see section 4), we include in the classification only the general features from unrest monitoring (seismicity, deformation,
and degassing), while in Case 2 (section 4), we also include the unrest duration. The data are divided into learning and voting sets. The
numbers show how many data are correctly (in bold) and incorrectly (plain text) classified.
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‘‘Silent’’ eruptive unrest episodes, i.e., characterized by low/absent seismicity and no uplift, have occurred in
two cases only (at Gaua in 2009–2010 and Tofua in 1993). Conversely, such type of silent pattern (low/
absent seismicity and no uplift) is characteristic of 42% (i.e., 11 episodes) of the 26 noneruptive unrest epi-
sodes. However, a considerable portion (27%, i.e., 7 episodes) of noneruptive unrest exhibits the ‘‘preerup-
tive’’ pattern of high seismicity and degassing.

When the duration is included in the analysis of the results obtained in section 3.1 (Case 2), this becomes
the first feature selected by the BDT and FIS algorithms (Figures 4 and 5). As regards the BDT, most of erup-
tive unrest (34 episodes, i.e., 72%) is characterized by short duration (�9 months, see Figure 4) and high
seismicity. The close inspection of these 34 episodes reveals that they all exhibit also degassing (see Figure
4). Out of the 47 eruptive unrest episodes, the 13 exceptions to this pattern of duration �9 months and
high seismicity (and, as we have seen, degassing) are all related to eruptive unrest from open-conduit calde-
ras, as characterized by repeated eruptions in the last decade. More in particular, in eight of these excep-
tions (Fernandina, Aira-Sakurajima, Tofua, Gaua, Prahu, and Poas, the latter in three unrest), the preeruptive
unrest was characterized by very low or no seismicity, whereas in the remainder five exceptions (Sierra
Negra, Aso, Izu-Oshima, Poas, and Toya) the preeruptive unrest showed high seismicity and degassing, but
lasted between 10 and 18 months (Figure 4).

Long-lasting (>18 months, see Figure 4) unrest episodes have always faded away without eruptive activity,
independently of any seismicity, deformation, or degassing.

As regards the results from the FIS analysis, in the top part of Figures 5a and 5b, we report the plots show-
ing the changes in the classification error as the number of features used for the classification increases.
These plots show the performance of the classifier when a different number of features are accounted for.

While in Case 1, there is an odd pattern in the classification error as a function of k (that is adding more fea-
tures constantly increases the classification error in the learning data set), in Case 2, the optimal number of
selected features is k 5 2. Accordingly, for Case 1, we are not able to decide what is the optimal number of
features to be used for classifying, and we do not proceed; for Case 2 instead, in Figure 5c, we show the
best classification with two features (the ones for which in Figure 5b we obtain the minimum error), that are
the preeruptive duration of the unrest and degassing. Therefore, preeruptive unrest episodes are generally
characterized by shorter duration and high degassing, similar to the results from the BDT analysis. In partic-
ular, the classification algorithm sets the plane with equation

3:0GAS50:48DUR1 1:3 (1)

as the one maximizing the variance between the two classes, compared to the mean variance within the
classes. In this equation, DUR is the unrest duration in years and GAS is a categorical variable equal to 0 if
there was no degassing in the unrest, or 1 if there were degassing or geochemical variations [see Acocella
et al., 2015, supporting information]; this very schematic and probably oversimplistic distinction has been
made necessary by the difficulty in getting detailed and uniform information on the amount of degassing
at calderas [Acocella et al., 2015]. An unrest characterized by a duration x and a degassing variable y (in
the parameter space), is classified as ‘‘culminating into an eruption’’ if 21.3 – 0.48x 1 3.0y> 0, as ‘‘noner-
uptive’’ otherwise. In other words, unrest needs to show some degassing, and to be short, to be classified
as ‘‘culminating into an eruption.’’ From Figure 5c, we see that there are 10 unrest episodes not following
this general pattern: one eruptive unrest (Toya 2000–2001) with longer (approximately 2 years) degass-
ing; the remaining nine unrest episodes have been short and with high degassing but were noneruptive:
all of these have occurred at felsic calderas. The seismicity associated with these nine exceptions is not
particularly indicative: four were characterized by high seismicity, four by low seismicity, and one by no
seismicity.

5. Patterns in Eruption Occurrence at Calderas

5.1. Time-Predictability and Size-Predictability of Unrest at Calderas
In this section we analyze any time-predictability or size-predictability of eruptions at calderas, considering
both all the calderas indiscriminately or dividing them into the different categories defined by Acocella et al.
[2015].
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The Time and Size Predictable Models (TPM and SPM, respectively), widely known in the volcanological liter-
ature [e.g., Burt et al., 1994], are commonly linked to their practical implication of allowing forecasts. They
are used to link the interevent times (IET) computed between the onset times of two subsequent eruptions
(of erupted volumes V1j,k and V2j,k), tj,k and tj,k11, respectively, at the given jth caldera, as

IETj ;k5tj ;k112tj ;k (2)

In particular:

1. in the case of the TPM, the size of the ith eruption (for example parameterized by the erupted volume
V1i) allows forecasting the time to the subsequent event (IETi), that will have unknown erupted volume
V2i (see Figure 6a) and

2. in the case of the SPM, the time elapsed since the previous eruption (IETi) allows forecasting the size of
the subsequent event (parameterized then by the erupted volume V2i), provided that the eruption
occurs exactly after a time IETi (see Figure 6b).

Usually, these models imply a linear relationship between size and time. Here as in Sandri et al. [2005] and
Passarelli et al. [2010a,b], we consider a generalized version of TPM and SPM, by using a power law relation-
ship between size and time, respectively, for the two models:

Figure 6. TPM and SPM analysis. (a, b) Here we show the meaning of the two models, respectively. (c, d) Here we show the frequency of VEIpre and
VEIfol in the learning data set (see text), for analysis of completeness. (e, f) Here we show the TPM and SPM model fit on the entire learning data set.
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IETi � V1ið Þb (3)

V2i � IETið Þc (4)

In these generalized versions of TPM and SPM, the relationship between size and time is linear only when
the exponents b or c are equal to 1. In the other cases however, there might still be a relationship between
size and time: if generalized TPM and/or SPM hold, they require the series of the logarithm of V1 and/or V2
being significantly correlated to the logarithm of the corresponding IET.

In our case, we do not have values for erupted volumes V1 and V2, as our eruptive sizes are parameterized
by the VEI (Volcano Explosivity Index) [see Newhall and Self, 1982], which is broadly linked to the logarithm
of erupted volume (at least for VEI� 2). Thus, we first define (see Figures 6a and 6b):

1. VEIpre
i as the VEI of the eruption preceding IETi and

2. VEIfol
i as the VEI of the eruption following IETi.

Then, we test whether VEIs and the logarithms of IETs are significantly correlated as in TPM and SPM
through the linear regression analysis of the models (see Figures 6e and 6f)

log IETið Þ 5a1b VEIpre
i1Ei (5)

log IETið Þ 5c1d VEIfol
i1xi (6)

where a and b are the linear regression coefficients of the TMP, while c and d are those of the SPM; Ei and
xi are the residuals, normally distributed with zero mean and a given variance. Such a variance can be due
to different factors, such as the grouping of the volumes in a discrete set of VEI values, any departure from
a pure TPM or SPM or large uncertainty in the size (volume) estimation.

Note that, as in Marzocchi and Zaccarelli [2006], we are not strictly interested in the values of the linear
regression coefficients, as we do not want to use these models strictly for forecasting reasons. We are only
interested in the possible existence of significant relation between an interevent time and the size of the
eruption following or preceding it. To this purpose, we simply test the validity of the null hypotheses Hð1Þ0

and Hð2Þ0 :

H0
ð1Þ : b5 0 for the TPM

H0
ð2Þ : d5 0 for the SPM

In the cases, where the null hypothesis can be rejected, we might be observing a significant relationship
between VEIs and the logarithm of IETs (in other words, in such cases there is a nonzero slope linking VEIs
and log(IETs)). Since the size parameterization through the discrete values of VEI implies also that we have
repeated measures of log(IET) for every VEI value, the validity of the model is also checked by comparing
the pure error and the lack of fit through an F test [Draper and Smith, 1998].

Note that in equation (6) for SPM, we still consider the size (VEIfol) as ‘‘independent’’ variable; this choice is
adopted only for technical convenience [Draper and Smith, 1998], since we are focused on estimating the
statistical significance of the relationship between the logarithm of IET and VEIfol, this decision is not critical.

With this goal in mind, we first compute the interevent times (IETj,k, j 5 1, . . ., 42 in our data set) between
the onset times of two subsequent eruptions (as in equation (2)). This means that, for a given jth caldera
with nj eruptions recorded in the catalog by Acocella et al. [2015], we end up with nj – 1 interevent times in
the last 25 years (or 0 if no eruption has been recorded since 1988). Then, we build a single catalog by put-
ting together all the IETs from all the calderas.

We assume that the catalog of unrest episodes culminating into an eruption at the calderas listed by Aco-
cella et al. [2015] is complete, meaning that no preeruptive unrest episode has been missed at these calde-
ras since 1988. However, since the first IET at every volcano is computed with respect to the last pre-1988
eruption, we first carry out a completeness analysis in terms of VEI (Figures 6c and 6d). From a visual inspec-
tion, we will exclude the IET with the preceding and/or subsequent eruption having a VEI 5 0, as we suspect
this eruptive size might have gone unreported (see the very low number of VEI 5 0 in Figures 6c and 6d
compared to VEI 5 1 events).
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Recently, Bebbington [2014] analyzed size-predictability at Indonesian volcanoes by means of a Bayesian
hierarchical model based on different assumptions, and found significant size-predictability for closed con-
duit volcanoes. However, we have more than 5 IETs only at Aso, Krakatau, Masaya, Pacaya, and Poas, and
the mean number of IETs at calderas that have erupted at least once since 1988 is only 3.5. Thus, the num-
ber of collected IETs for each caldera in our data set is too low to follow the Bayesian hierarchical model pro-
posed by Bebbington [2014]. Because of this, we will follow a simpler modeling, as in Marzocchi and
Zaccarelli [2006].

The results are displayed in Table 3, both for all the data together and for their subdivision into the catego-
ries by Acocella et al. [2015].
5.1.1. Results
As regards the time and size-predictability of preeruptive unrest, we find that the only case in which we have
a significant relationship between VEIs and log(IETs) is for the Size Predictable Model, when considering the
entire data set (‘‘All’’ in Table 3): in this case, the p-value for Hð2Þ0 is well below 0.05 (0.008), implying that we
can reject the null hypothesis of d 5 0 in equation (6). In other words, in this case the best fitting line for equa-
tion (6) (which has a slope equal to 0.19 with standard deviation equal to 0.07, see again Table 3) seems able
to explain the relationship between VEIs and log(IETs). In this case, also the lack of fit is ‘‘tolerable’’ (i.e., the
p-value for the F test is not so small to reject the lack-of-fit test, being slightly above 0.05), although, as we
can see in Figure 6f, there is a large scatter of data points for every given VEI value. In all the other cases, we
cannot reject the null hypothesis of no linear relationship between VEIs and log(IETs).

This result on size-predictability, and the absence of time-predictability, can be compared to the results
obtained by Marzocchi and Zaccarelli [2006] and Bebbington [2014]. In particular, Marzocchi and Zaccarelli
found a degree of size-predictability that was attributed to the presence, in their catalog, of closed conduit
(plugged) volcanoes, characterized by large VEI and long repose. Later, Bebbington [2014] found a statisti-
cally significant size-predictability in closed conduit volcanoes of Indonesia. However, we do not have suffi-
cient data to perform the analysis only on plugged systems, and this prevents us to identify strong
similarities with these studies. It is true though that we do not see a size-predictability on open or semi-
plugged systems alone: we only see it when we group all of the calderas together, independently of the
opening of the magmatic system. Overall, we are using a lower number of data compared to these studies,
that might prevent us from finding significant differences, or, on the contrary, might make us finding a spu-
rious significant size-predictability pattern only in one case.

In addition, we are analyzing a catalog consisting of data exclusively from calderas. In this respect,
potential differences with Marzocchi and Zaccarelli [2006] and Bebbington [2014] may arise due to a

Table 3. Results of the Time and Size Predictable Modelsa

Data Set Caldera Type

Time Predictable Model Size Predictable Model

b (r)
p-Value

Hð1Þ0

p-Value F Test
(Lack of Fit) d (r)

p-Value
Hð2Þ0

p-Value F test
(Lack of Fit)

Learning
[Acocella et al., 2015]

All 0.05 (0.07) 0.49 0.002 0.19 (0.07) 0.008 0.06
Mafic-past composition (MM*) 0.13 (0.12) 0.29 0.09 0.19 (0.11) 0.08 0.36
Mixed-past composition (MF*/FM*) 0.05 (0.09) 0.58 0.002 0.23 (0.09) 0.02 0.003
Felsic-past composition (FF*) 0.08 (0.13) 0.57 0.02 0.32 (0.13) 0.03 0.01
Mafic-present unrest (**M) 0.04 (0.07) 0.58 0.002 0.19 (0.07) 0.009 0.05
Felsic-present unrest (**F)
Plugged
Open or semiplugged 20.03 (0.07) 0.62 0.27 0.10 (0.08) 0.19 0.90

Voting [Newhall and
Dzurisin, 1988]

All 0.37 (0.05) 0 0.30 0.38 (0.05) 0 0.21
Mafic-past composition (MM*) 0.38 (0.05) 0 0.38 0.34 (0.06) 0 0.14
Mixed-past composition (MF*/FM*) 0.10 (0.10) 0.33 0.005 0.20 (0.10) 0.04 0.011
Felsic-past composition (FF*) 0.14 (0.04) 0.02 0.14 20.017 (0.09) 0.85 0.48
Mafic-present unrest (**M) 0.28 (0.05) 0 0.002 0.26 (0.04) 0 0.003
Felsic-present unrest (**F) 0.15 (0.08) 0.07 0.32 0.23 (0.08) 0.003 0.21
Plugged
Open or semiplugged 0.32 (0.07) 0 0.11 0.40 (0.07) 0 0.77

aFor each subset of caldera/unrest types, we give the slope (respectively b and d for TPM and SPM) of the linear model (in parentheses, we give its standard error r), the p-value of the null
hypothesis we test (see text for the definition of Hð1Þ0 and Hð2Þ0 ), and the p-value of the F statistics for the lack-of-fit to the pure error. Again, for mafic/felsic calderas/unrest, we account for the
comparisons listed in section 2. For plugged calderas, and for unrest driven by felsic magma in the learning data set (only one eruptive case), the lack of a sufficient number of data hampers
any modeling. Bold numbers indicate the cases in which a significant linear relationship has been found. Mafic and felsic compositions are marked by ‘‘M’’ and ‘‘F,’’ respectively (see text).
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different behavior of calderas compared to other volcanoes. In particular, only 2 calderas in our data
set (Krakatau and Tengger) were also part of the data set analyzed by Bebbington [2014], consisting of
data from 26 Indonesian volcanic systems; as regards the two data sets analyzed by Marzocchi and
Zaccarelli [2006], only 5 (Rabaul, Taal, SakuraJima, Izu-Oshima, and Toya) and 6 (the same plus Campi
Flegrei) calderas were also part of their data sets, consisting of data from 20 and 35 volcanic systems,
respectively.

5.2. Multivariate Regression Analysis to Forecast the Size of Any Eruption
In this section, we explore possible relationships between the features characterizing eruptive unrest and
the size of the eruption into which the unrest culminates. To this goal, we perform a multivariate regression
analysis [e.g., Draper and Smith, 1998; Sandri et al., 2005] in which the dependent variable is the size of the
eruptions (parameterized again by VEI). The independent variables (also known as predictors) are some of
the indicators describing the preeruptive unrest episodes in Acocella et al. [2015].

Some precautionary remarks should be made clear before going through the details of the analysis. In par-
ticular, as we are using unplanned data (that is, data not arising from a designed experiment), we have to
be aware of some potentially dangerous situations. For example, a bias on a measured variable may be
caused by an unmeasured latent variable. Another undesired situation may arise when the most effective
predictor varies within quite a small range, and this might lead to the misinterpretation that the predictor is
not significant. A further problematic effect is that, when using unplanned data, we might be subject to sig-
nificant but unknown correlations between predictors: this may prevent the attribution, to a specific predic-
tor, of a causal effect on the dependent variable.

Again, we are not interested in using the multivariate relationship strictly for forecasting purposes: as in the
case of TPM and SPM, we are mostly interested in the identification, if any, of the relevant predictors that
might be linked to the VEI of the eruption in which the unrest culminates. This represents a very important
step of our analysis. Similarly to the FIS algorithm case, we identify relevant predictors, if any, through a
combinatorial approach, that is: we first fit every possible regression equation which involves every possible
combination of the N predictors considered, taken in groups of k predictors at a time (k 5 1, . . ., N). Then,
for every possible k value, we select the best case with respect to one criterion. The criterion adopted here
is based on the adjusted R2 coefficient, a modified version of R2 that is penalized for the number of predic-
tors in the model. While the common R2 increases if more predictors are added in the multivariate regres-
sion (even if they do not improve the explained variance), the adjusted R2 increases only if a new predictor
improves the model more than it would be expected by chance.

To this goal, we proceed as in the case of the FIS, by plotting the highest value of adjusted R2 as a function
of the number of predictors used. We select as best subset the one for which the adjusted R2 is maximum.
This method may contain a degree of subjectivity [see Draper and Smith, 1998], but straightforwardly identi-
fies the predictors explaining the largest part of variance in the dependent variable. We also cross-check
that the Mallows Cp criterion [Draper and Smith, 1998] does provide similar indications on what is the best
subset.

As above, the validity of the possible multivariate regression model is also checked by comparing the pure
error and the lack of fit through an F test.

We try to use two different types of predictors also in this analysis:

Case 3: We look for size precursors among the monitoring information. For this, we characterize each unrest
episode as a vector of the most frequent monitoring measurements, as in the Case 1 of the pattern recogni-
tion analysis (section 4), i.e., general information on seismicity, deformation, and degassing. These measure-
ments represent the predictors of the multivariate regression analysis [e.g., Sandri et al., 2005] in which the
dependent variable is the VEI of the eruption ending the preeruptive unrest (VEInext). These N 5 3 predictors
are all discrete variables.

Case 4: We look for size precursors among the temporal information on the unrest or its past behavior. For
this, we characterize each unrest episode as a vector of predictors that are the preeruptive unrest duration,
the time elapsed since the previous unrest, the time elapsed since the previous eruption (or repose time,
REP), and the VEI of the previous eruption (VEIlast). The dependent variable is again VEInext. In this case,
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N 5 4, and we total 110 preeruptive unrest episodes with nonmissing value for the predictors and the
dependent variables.
5.2.1. Results
The results obtained for Case 3 indicate that there is no significant linear regression involving any combina-
tion of the monitoring parameters (seismicity, deformation, and degassing) that is able to forecast, to some
extent, the VEI of the eruption into which the unrest culminates. The best regressions (in terms of adjusted
R2 and Mallows Cp) are all characterized by coefficients that are not significantly different from 0. Adding
the preeruptive duration, to resemble Case 1 above, does not improve the situation. This result confirms
previous studies that, at least up to now, simple monitoring information may not forecast the size of an
eruption [i.e., Newhall and Hoblitt, 2002; Sandri et al., 2004].

As regards Case 4, we show in Figures 7a and 7b how the adjusted R2 and Mallows Cp change as more pre-
dictors are included in the regression, along with the features contained in the best subsets. We see that a
good compromise between variance explained by the regression and regression simplicity is achieved
when REP and VEIlast are considered as predictors. In this case, we see in Figure 7c, how the VEI of the erup-
tion into which the unrest culminates is forecast by the best regression based on these two predictors, hav-
ing equation:

VEInext5 0:91 1 0:0056 REP1 0:42 VEIlast (7)

We see from Figure 7a that the amount of variance explained by the regression is not very high (R2 about
37%); further, the F test reveals that there is some lack of fit (p-value of F test about 0.02).

Figure 7. Multivariate regression analysis for the forecast of the size of the eruption into which preeruptive unrest culminates. (a, b)
Here we show the criteria used to select the best subset of features for forecasting the VEI of the eruption, respectively, the R2

(adjusted) and the Mallows Cp. (c) Here we shows the best multivariate regression fit achieved with the best subset identified from
Figures 7a and 7b, on the learning data: on the y axis, we show the real VEI of the eruption following preeruptive unrest, on the x
axis, the forecasted VEI. Dashed line gives the 99% confidence bounds of the forecast, solid line shows the hypothetical perfect fit.
In blue, we show the VEIs that are correctly forecasted (within the 99% confidence bounds), in red, those underestimated, and in
green, those overestimated. Pinatubo 1991 eruption is highlighted because of its relevant leverage. (d) Here we shows the results
achieved by applying blindly the same regression model to the voting data set (same representation). A random noise (equal on x
and y axis) has been applied to circles in Figures 7c and 7d, only in the graphical representation of the data, to avoid overlapping
of data points.
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In any case, out of 110 preeruptive unrest episodes, rounding the forecast values of VEInext to nearest inte-
ger, we obtain 65 correctly forecast VEInext, 27 underforecast VEInext and 18 overforecast VEInext. This implies
that about 2/5 of the cases are incorrectly forecast by this regression model, and in particular 1/4 of the VEI-

next is underestimated. The maximum discrepancy is of 2 units of VEI. However, we can see that, except for
Pinatubo, the largest observed VEI values are systematically underforecast by this model.

We see from Figure 7c that the Pinatubo eruption in 1991 may play a very high leverage role in the regres-
sion, maybe forcing the regression line to fit that extremely high-VEI value. However, repeating the whole
analysis excluding the 1991 Pinatubo unrest the regression model does not change significantly.

6. Application to the Voting Data Set

In this section, we use the voting data set by Newhall and Dzurisin [1988]. Since the voting data set spans
several centuries in the past, we do not use the composition of the most recent products to refine the dis-
tinction between bimodal calderas: in this case, we treat them either as felsic or mafic, based on the pre-
dominant composition of their products,

First, we repeat the analysis on the distribution of unrest duration, to see whether we obtain similar differ-
ences. Then, we blindly apply to the voting data set the rules found from the pattern recognition analysis
(both BDT and FIS algorithm) on the learning data set. In this way, we can further check whether these rules
are general to other new and independent data, or a peculiarity of the learning data set, or the spurious
result of overfit. Finally, we repeat the TPM and SPM over the voting data set, and we apply the best multi-
variate regression model found on the learning data to forecast the VEI of eruptions in the voting data.

6.1. Duration of Unrest Episodes
In Table 1 and in Figure S1 (supporting information), we show the p-values for the KS2 and the MWW tests
on the empirical distribution of unrest durations in Newhall and Dzurisin [1988]. We must remark that, in the
voting data set, the ratio of the number of preeruptive unrest episodes to the number of noneruptive unrest
episodes is larger than in the learning data set.

We see that the duration of preeruptive unrest is still significantly shorter than the one of noneruptive
unrest, in all the cases of different caldera subgrouping, both in terms of distribution and in terms of
median values.

When accounting for the entire eruptive unrest duration, the significant differences in duration between
eruptive and noneruptive unrest disappear, although we still observe a shorter median value for the unrest
duration in preeruptive unrest when considering open or semiplugged calderas only, or when keeping all
the data together.

6.2. Pattern Recognition
The blind application to the voting data set (consisting of respectively 66 and 32 items for Cases 1 and 2) of
the patterns found by the BDT on the learning data set shows that the classification error on the voting
data set is even lower than the one on the learning data set in both Case 1 (23% versus 26%, respectively)
and Case 2 (13% versus 19%, respectively, see Table 2).

As regards Case 1, we see that a large fraction (89%, i.e., 48 episodes) of the 54 eruptive unrest episodes in
the voting data set are classified as ‘‘preeruptive,’’ since they were accompanied by high seismicity; how-
ever, differently from the learning data set, only about half of them (21 episodes) exhibited degassing. This
may be due to a real feature in the voting data, even though we suspect it is e due to data incompleteness
in the voting data set. In this respect, we remark that the precision and accuracy of the learning data set are
expected to be better than those of the voting data set, whose data refer to the previous decades to
centuries.

Notwithstanding these considerations, there is a relevant confirmation for the results obtained in Case 2
(section 4; which includes also the unrest duration), in which the classification error remains low also on the
voting data set. This indicates that the inclusion of the duration of unrest in the BDT classification allows
obtaining a lower error also on the voting data set. In other words, the duration of unrest seems an efficient
discriminator between eruptive and noneruptive unrest for the BDT algorithm also on the voting data set.
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Out of the 20 preeruptive unrest episodes in the voting data set, 18 have preeruptive duration shorter than
9 months. Of them, 16 are also characterized by high seismicity (and, of these, 15 also exhibited degassing,
as indicated in Figure 4). The four misclassified preeruptive unrest have occurred all at Krafla and Izu-Osh-
ima: two have preeruptive duration even longer than 18 months, and two were short but aseismic.

Similar results apply to Case 2 of the FIS analysis: the classification error achieved with k 5 2 features (dura-
tion and degassing) in the voting data set is even lower than that in the learning one. The misclassified
unrest episodes are three noneruptive unrest (two at Rabaul and one at Akan) characterized by short dura-
tion and high degassing, and three preeruptive episodes at Izu-Oshima, that are misclassified because of no
degassing, although they are of short duration (two are shorter than 6 months).

6.3. TPM and SPM Validity
The analysis of time-predictability or size-predictability on the voting data set provides results that are dif-
ferent from those on the learning data set. In particular, from Table 3 we observe the following.

Visual inspection to detect potential incompleteness of the voting data set suggests that eruptions with
VEI< 2 might have gone unreported (see supporting information Figure S2). Thus, we account only for
eruptions with VEIpre� 2 and VEIfol� 2 in TPM and SPM, respectively.

TPM appears to hold in about half of the cases in which there is a sufficient number of data (in particular,
when considering all of the calderas together, or the ones characterized by mafic and felsic past activity
separately, or those characterized by open or semiplugged regime). The �0.35 slope of the linear relation-
ship is similar to all the cases, slightly lower for calderas characterized by felsic past activity. In any case, the
slope is�1.

Similar considerations apply to SPM: it appears to explain some of the variability in the data in all the cases
where also TPM holds, except for calderas characterized by felsic past activity; conversely, it holds for the
eruptive unrest driven by felsic magma. The �0.4 slope of the linear relationship is again similar in all the
cases, and still�1.

6.4. Multivariate Regression Model to Forecast the Size of Possible Eruption During Caldera Unrest
We apply the only significant model found on the learning data set (Case 4) to the VEI of eruptions into
which the unrest in the voting data culminated. We see that, out of 532 preeruptive unrest episodes in the
voting data set, only 267 have a correctly classified VEI (Figure 7d). Of the remaining, 100 are underforecast
and 165 are overforecast. This confirms that our best regression model forecasts incorrectly the VEInext in a
significant proportion of the cases (here 1/2, and in particular underforecast percentage is about 20%). How-
ever, in this case the maximum discrepancy between forecast and real values is larger, up to 3 degrees of
VEI.

7. Discussion

7.1. Synthesis and Interpretation of Results
A striking feature of our analysis is that the preeruptive unrest is shorter than the noneruptive one, both in
terms of median values (MWW test) and of overall distribution (KS2 test). This behavior is confirmed also
when considering the eruptive unrest duration and the voting data set of Newhall and Dzurisin [1988]. This
feature significantly emerges in all of the cases analyzed where enough data are available, independently of
the type of unrest and, mostly, the composition and degree to which magma can degas without erupting.
These latter two features have allowed characterizing the broad lines of different behaviors of restless cal-
deras [Acocella et al., 2015] and it is interesting to see here that neither significantly affects the duration of
the preeruptive unrest. Moreover, by searching potential significant differences between the duration of
preeruptive unrest at calderas characterized by mafic versus at mixed past activity, no differences arise,
both in terms of median and overall distribution (see Figure 2i and bottom rows of Table 1). Unfortunately,
due to only one datum for the eruptive unrest at calderas characterized by felsic past activity, we cannot
tell anything about this latter type of unrest. However, the one datum available falls within the cumulative
distributions of duration at mafic or mixed calderas. This behavior, even though in general agreement with
previous studies, may seem counter-intuitive, as several felsic calderas are typically characterized by restless
behavior over decades or centuries [Newhall and Dzurisin, 1988]. The possibility to explain the similar
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duration of mafic and felsic unrest does
not seem related to the ambiguity of cal-
deras with bimodal composition, where
several mafic calderas are treated as felsic,
as our last test in the bottom line of Table
2 seems to exclude it. Previous studies on
the duration of unrest at volcanoes also
suggested that unrest episodes culminat-
ing in eruptions are usually shorter [New-
hall, 2015, and references therein].

Another important set of results is related
to the pattern recognition analysis. This
shows that 83% of eruptive unrest exhib-
its high seismicity and degassing, while
silent eruptive unrest (i.e., aseismic or
with low seismicity, and without uplift)
occurred in only 2 out of 48 cases, both
related to calderas with open system
(Case 1, Figure 3). However, the fact that
7 out of 26 noneruptive unrest episodes
were also characterized by high seismicity

and degassing sheds some complexity on a simple interpretation of the analysis of Case 1. The patterns
found on the learning data set explain well the voting data set, in which 48 out of 54 eruptive unrest are
characterized by high seismicity; however, differently from the learning data set, here only a moderate pro-
portion (20 episodes) showed degassing. This latter behavior may be partly explained by the fact that many
of these unrest occurred several tens of decades to a few centuries ago [Newhall and Dzurisin, 1988] and, as
such, they may have experienced some severe incompleteness of information, as for the example, most likely,
the lack of any information on degassing, even when this was present (Figure 3). The FIS analysis also does
not convey effective information in Case 1.

An easier means to interpret the apparently controversial data of Case 1 is to take into account also for the
duration of unrest, in addition to seismicity, geodesy and degassing (Case 2, Figure 4).

In fact, in Case 2, we find that most of the eruptive unrest episodes (72% and 80% from the learning and vot-
ing data sets, respectively) last less than 10 months and show high seismicity (Figure 4); all but one case (Izu-
Oshima 1955–1971, from the voting set) were also accompanied by degassing. This general behavior, which
also incorporates the duration of unrest, provides a much more robust outcome than that of Case 1, as it is
not contradicted by any particular data or feature. In fact, the 28% of exceptions (in the learning set) to this
general behavior (13 in total, 4 unrest at felsic and 9 unrest at mafic calderas) are all related to preeruptive
unrest from open-conduit calderas. Five of these exceptions (Sierra Negra, Aso, Izu-Oshima, Poas, and Toya;
Figure 4) may constitute a ‘‘tail’’ of the depicted general behavior: these preeruptive unrest episodes have a
slightly longer duration, between 10 and 18 months but are still accompanied by high seismicity and degass-
ing. This continuum in the longer duration of preeruptive unrest with seismicity is further underlined in the
diagram in Figure 8, which highlights an exponential decay in the probability to have preeruptive unrest epi-
sodes: most (89%, that is 42 out of 47 unrest episodes) preeruptive unrest last less than 9 months, and the lon-
gest preeruptive unrest episodes last only 15–18 months and are related to two mafic calderas.

In the remaining eight exceptions to the above mentioned general behavior (Fernandina, Aira-Sakurajima,
Tofua, Gaua, Prahu, and Poas, the latter in three unrest; Figure 4), there is a substantial lack of seismicity during
the preeruptive unrest. It is not possible to discriminate, with our data, which conditions may promote or hin-
der seismicity during a preeruptive unrest at a caldera with an open magmatic system. However, it is tempting
to suggest that the lack of seismicity during these eight preeruptive unrest episodes may be explained by
having an open-conduit reaching nearly to the surface, filled with relatively low-viscosity and frequently
replenished magma, and therefore with minor or no need to fracture the host rock. This possible role of open-
conduits underlines, even though in an incomplete way, the results of Acocella et al. [2015], which highlighted
the important role of the composition and degree to which a conduit is open, in determining different unrest

Figure 8. Bar graph of the frequency of the duration of unrest episodes in
Case 2 of pattern recognition analysis, showing the distribution of duration
among the different types of unrest episodes (preeruptive and noneruptive at
calderas with past compositions MM*, FM*, and FF*, i.e., respectively, mafic,
mixed, and felsic); mo 5 months; y 5 years.
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behaviors. In particular, the openness of the conduit may be promoted by the predominantly mafic composi-
tion of the erupted magmas, with a lower viscosity magma and (probably) more continuous supply. In synthe-
sis, the inclusion of the unrest duration in the analysis allows to more properly forecast, among the ‘‘high
seismicity and degassing’’ unrest episodes, the eruptive ones (i.e., the shorter ones) from the noneruptive
ones (i.e., the longer ones). The results from the FIS analysis provide a similar consideration: unrest needs to
show some degassing, and to be short, to be classified as ‘‘culminating into an eruption.’’

Quite surprisingly, deformation does not seem to be always a reliable feature to characterize preeruptive
unrest at calderas. Several calderas in fact experience uplift in a different place from where they erupt (as
Sierra Negra, Galapagos), or show a significant stasis in the uplift before erupting (as Okmok, Aleutians), or
even erupt while deflating (as Aso, Japan) [Acocella et al., 2015, and references therein]. Noninflating calde-
ras are, again, usually related to open magmatic systems, which, under the injection of new magma, do not
pressurize the shallow reservoir, hindering inflation at the surface. The limited reliability of deformation in
forecasting and understanding caldera unrest and eruption was already highlighted in Acocella et al. [2015].

Finally, the multivariate regression analysis to forecast VEInext confirms that simple monitoring measure-
ments of the unrest so far are not indicative of the size of the impending eruption. Also, the best model we
find is not particularly robust at forecasting the VEI of the eruption following the unrest. We may have some
degree of forecast in the size of next eruption only when looking at the longer-term (hundreds of years or
more) caldera behavior: typically, longer repose times and attitude to feed eruptions with large VEIs are
indicative of the possibility to have an eruption with large VEI. Ultimately, what enables the highest VEI
eruptions (6 and higher) is accumulation of a large discrete (excess) volatile phase in the magma, still in the
reservoir. This is turn can occur when a volcano is plugged yet there is more or less frequent replenishment
from depth [Newhall, 2015, and references therein].

7.2. A Working Hypothesis
The obtained patterns suggest that unrest culminating in eruption is characterized by important and fast
modifications in the magmatic system, usually accompanied by seismicity and degassing, and with a limited
time (usually less than 1 year) available for the magma injected in the reservoir to erupt. Here we propose a
preliminary working hypothesis to try to explain this behavior. Accordingly, the shallow intrusion of magma,
within or above a magma chamber, is usually associated (unless the magmatic system is open, or
unplugged) with widespread seismicity, due to the fracturing of the host rock to emplace the new magma.
In particular, magma emplacement typically occurs through the lateral growth of subhorizontal planar intru-
sions, or sills [e.g., Macedonio et al., 2014]; these promote an areal distribution of seismicity, at the tip and
above the intrusion, where the magmatic gases may also leak. In addition, the intrusion, the fracturing and/
or the degassing may change the stress conditions in the overlying crust. Here fracturing may induce
important variations in the permeability of the host rock and of any hydrothermal system, thus promoting
further pore pressure-induced seismicity and further degassing. These processes may explain most of the
seismicity and degassing observed during preeruptive unrest at calderas. However, our data also highlight
the importance of time in the preeruptive unrest. This suggests that the magma of any intrusion, depending
upon its size, volatile content, temperature and viscosity, can withstand only a limited period of ‘‘criticality’’
or capacity to erupt. After this critical time, which our results estimate in the order of one year, the magma
is no longer eruptible and becomes stored in the crust. We speculate that this critical time depends on and
is directly proportional to the amount of degassing of the intrusion, where a higher and longer degassing
significantly reduces the volatile content of the intrusion and, at the same time, increases its viscosity.

As anticipated, this model is merely a descriptive working hypothesis to try to explain the behaviors
highlighted by our analysis, and any detail is beyond the scope of this study. However, we emphasize that a
future fundamental investigation to better understand caldera unrest behavior, as well as the related mag-
matic processes, may be to quantitatively test this proposed working hypothesis, trying to better under-
stand which features may control, and how, the observed features during preeruptive unrest.

8. Conclusions

Our analysis indicates that preeruptive unrest is always shorter than noneruptive unrest, independently of
the composition and the opening of the magmatic system.
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In addition, 72% of preeruptive unrest lasts less than 10 months and is characterized by high seismicity and
degassing. The remainder 28% of preeruptive unrest occurs only at open-conduit calderas; this remainder
(a) lasts between 10 and 18 months, with seismicity and degassing, constituting the longer-duration tail of
the preeruptive unrest with seismicity and degassing (five cases) or (b) is essentially aseismic in calderas
with open-conduit (eight cases). The former five preeruptive unrest episodes likely constitute the tail, lasting
only slightly longer, of the preeruptive unrest characterized by seismicity and degassing.

Surface deformation may not always be a reliable feature to characterize preeruptive unrest at calderas,
with preeruptive unrest even occurring during deflation.

Finally, the multivariate regression analysis to forecast the size of a future eruption confirms that simple
monitoring is not, by itself, sufficient.

A simple preliminary model is proposed to explain the pattern of seismicity and degassing within a few
months during preeruptive caldera unrest. This implies that magma emplacement induces fracturing, which
in turn promotes degassing; degassing may significantly limit the capability to erupt of magma, affecting its
viscosity and remaining volatile content. Thus, excessive degassing may explain why none of the preerup-
tive unrest in our sample exceeded �1 year.
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